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We are in the middle of the single most 
transformative time in human history.



Longevity and Human Performance



Longevity and Human Performance

Penicillin

Aspirin

Hygiene

200 years ago, 40% of 
children in every country 
in the world died before 
the age of 1.



How we can win the fight against aging.
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Reverse Aging 



It is believed by scientist that the first person to live to be 
1,000 years old has already been born.

• Older than Methuselah.  Thought 
to be the oldest person to live at 
age 969.  Methuselah son of 
Enoch, father of Lamech and 
grandfather of Noah.

Date of Birth 3074 BC

Date of Death 2105 BC 



There are people alive today that fought in WWII. There 
were people alive during WWII that fought in Civil War. 
There were people alive during Civil War that fought in 

American Revolution.  The US is only 3 lifetimes old.



Longevity and Immortality

• Jellyfish – Immortal

• Sea Anemone – Immortal

•Ancient Trees - >50,000 years old

• Tortoises – 200-300 years old

What is it that they have that humans don’t?
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Longevity

•Health Spanners
Interested in prolonging human life 

by finding a cure for aging. Consider 
aging a disease.

• Immortalist
Are planning to upload 

consciousness to Avatars into a 
virtually simulated world. 
“Cyborgs”



7 Life extension technologies that could help 
you live to 150 



Therapies for aging that promote longevity
The Health Spanners approach

1) Caloric Restriction

2) Antioxidants

3) Telomerase

4) Metformin

5) Crispr Cas9

6) Stem Cells 

7) Nanobots



Caloric Restriction

• Lowering calories by 30-40% leads to over 50% life span 
prolongation in mammals.

• Fasting or intermittent fasting puts bodies into extreme tissue 
repair

• Become ketotic

• Ingest fewer Carbon bonds and generate fewer Oxygen free 
radicals



Antioxidants

• Oxygen use allowed organism to become multicellular

• Oxygen generates free radials and roughly 2% of the oxygen 
you free per hour end up as cellular stress



Caloric restrictions and Carbon bonds

So just eat enough, exercise, and keep in mind that the food 
or carbon bonds that you take in must be excreted out of your 
lungs as carbon dioxide.  These carbon bonds are at a cost, 
leaving behind oxygen radicals causing cell stress and 
destroying the cell.



Telomeres

• Keep DNA from unwinding by get shorter every time cells 
divide.  The cell stop reproducing.

• Telomerase allows telomeres to elongate and help cause 
cellular immortality.



Telomere







Telomerase immortalized cells in culture w/o 
transform cancer



Cancer cells escape & become immortal 
absence of Telomerase 



Metformin

• Most widely prescribed drug for Diabetes type 2

• Patients who take it live longer than those without diabetes

• Tells pancreas to stop making insulin

• Mimics a caloric restrictive diet

• It kills cancer stem cells



Metformin

• Approved for Diabetes in US in 1995 and in Europe in 1958

• Reduces serum insulin levels

• Inhibits lipogenesis, mitigates hyperlipidemia, reduces 
cellular reactive oxygen

• Reduces risk of cancer in patients with type 2 diabetes and 
improves survival in cancer patients



Metformin and Nicotinamide

• Combination therapy may act as both an exercise mimetic and caloric 
restriction mimetic

• Metformin weight loss is confined to reduction in adipose with no 
change in muscle mass

• Metformin effects of energy production parallels physical activity

Diabetes Care, 2012

J Clin Endo Meta, 2016





Crispr Cas9

• Gene editing technique that allows insertion of new genes 
and rejuvenation of older mutant genes

• Easily and cheaply used in animals to transfer desirable traits 
to their stem cells and subsequently their offspring

• Applications in cancer, inflammation, targeting our own stem 
cells for rejuvenation















Stem Cell Therapies

• Pluripotential stem cells infused into damaged organs that 
revitalize.

• Proposed use of cord stem cells that are low immune 
reactivity and pluripotent. 

• Build new organs on a framework provided or printed.

• Chase after inflammation through out the body many in 
silent areas.





Nanobots

• Micro machines programmed to repair tissue, clean out 
arteries, kill cancer cells, connect neurons

• Connect our neocortex of the brain to the cloud

• Using successfully in fish cancer model now



Ray Kurweils : Craziest Predictions











The Singularity
• When computers become more intelligent that humans.

• Many believe this is not only inevitable but imminent.

• The rate of development of artificial intelligence will be increasing 
even faster.

• Will we:
1) Merge to become super intelligent cyborgs using computers to extend our 

Intellectual abilities just as cars and planes presently expand our physical 
abilities.

2) Scan our consciousness into computers and become software.

3) Have the AI turn on humanity and destroy it.







The Cyborg transformation of infinite longevity

Our brains neocortex is what differentiates us and our frontal lobes 
are where abstract thought and reasoning occurs.

The connection of our neurons in our neocortex to the cloud through 
nanobots will expand our intelligence at least 1 billion fold.

Since the cloud is pure informational technology and expanding 
exponentially so we will be a hybrid of biological thinking and non-
biological thinking.

This has already started with devices outside our body that connect 
us to the cloud.



4 steps to immortality 









Therapies for Longevity
The Immortalists Approach
• 2045 Initiative



Dimitri Itskov – 2045 
Initiative



Avatar A

• $3million but you can sell body parts you will not need them.  
A robotic copy of a human body remotely controlled by brain 
mapping.  85% of technology already available.

• Possible by year 2020



Avatar B

• Full body prosthesis into which your head will be 
transplanted.

• Possible by 2030



Avatar C

• Consciousness transferred into non biological brain and body 
mechanical, custom made, non aging.  Grater than human 
capabilities.

• Possible by year 2040 



Avatar D

• Non physical hologram

• No moving Parts

• Possible by year 2045







The dark side of the Singularity



New York City 1913



Longevity-How do we do it?





Why bodybuilding at age 93 is a great idea





Comparison: Car Maintenance




